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Loki x wolf reader lemon

That's what TheDevilsQueen3 asked for! I hope you like! Smut warning! Your appreciation is recommended. Your Pov sighed as you sat in your room at The Avengers Tower. There were no alpha males in the tower although Tony liked to behave as he was. I've been given a groan and Tony walked a glow at you. (Y/n),
you know Thor's brother here. You rolled your eyes like alpha, Tony, chuckle as you took a steak to your room to eat. Since you were in the heat you were staying away from the boys a delicious scent washed over you and felt yourself relaxed. Knock on your door, causing you to jump. The what! I'm eating a bull. M-
maybe later open the door slowly and stop there a tall man with black-haired raven and blue eyes. His scent washed up on you and you closed your eyes. Chuckle and closed the door, walking you. So you're the omega I smell, baby. You muttered. His hands moved you gently to face him I looked into his eyes loki pov
as soon as i stepped up to the tower, smelled all sides of the Wolf Avengers but one emerged. Omega needs alpha. Now I stand in front of that omega, and it smells almost crazy. She looked at her eyes (e/c) in those blue and felt her body's reaction to being so close to alpha. I stunned her neck before I inhaled it. Can I
be gifted by your name? I smiled. (Y/n) lying on her bed, gasping. She intervened and closed and closed her door. He turned to Alpha, and she's a sin. I went over. What is love? I need you. My.. My heat.. She nodded her head. She nodded her head. Your POV + timeskip reason I'm lazy you moaned as Loki again
started to thrust in at you. Your nails scratched his back and he kissed you. You've held your breath in the hope that Loki will know what to do with his fangs and then sink into your skin as you come in unison. You collapsed and tried to get your breath back. I just realized that my phone is dying halfway I hope I like to
post the next one when my phone is charged! Characters: Loki Laufeyson X Male! ReaderUniverse: Marvel, AvengersWarnings: Moderate Violence, SwearingRequest:Um maybe while he's exiled to Midgard he and other Avengers are playing (2 Facts and a Lie or something like that) he says he has a lover back home
and they don't believe him so he uses magic and creates an illusion of memory with them and Thor brings them to Midguard and surprise Loki for a special occasion or they just show up and so Loki and the male reader become rude parental characters to Peter? Originally published by 0goddammitLokiLoki was always
angry. It seems that all his eyes can do is glow so he can keep his eyes closed and ignore you he was seen as friendly. So when Thor insisted that he wasn't always like this, the whole team made the decision to try to see this side, and if he didn't just do it to annoy him. Sometimes they brought him food, and forced him
out for 'Time Bonding Avengers' (which was usually bowling or arcade games, where the cause of injury to each other could neither be excused.) and tonight, the games were that would get any group of giddy teenagers. What do two truths and a lie look like? Tony asked. You may want to explain it to the elderly.
Natasha joked, moving her head in the direction of Steve, Thor and Loki. Steve chuckled, Thor gave him his usual 'I'm just glad to be here' loki smile rolled his eyes and half. Well, so we take it in turns to tell two truths and a lie, and the rest of us have to figure out what the lie is. Tony simply explained. Sounds simple
enough. Thor replied. Who should go first? I'll go first! Clint's show. Well, one... Once I shot myself, two, I was once in the circus, three, almost my wife spoke in calling our first son Willie from Willy Wonka. Oh that last one is such nonsense, as if you could talk about it in it. Tony answered quickly. True, I bet if you even
suggested that she want to kick your wheck, pregnant or not. Natasha added. Are they right? Thor asked. Yes! Clint confirmed. Well, who's next? Steve asked to raise his hand ... One, I once ran into a wall, two, and I once fought a man in an alley with a ben cover, and three once I hit Bucky in arm wrestling before the
serum. Oh this is so easy. Obviously three. Thor responded proudly. Actually... It's one. What? There's no way! How the hell? Bruce asked, puzzled while Steve laughed, obviously not willing to give up his secret. Loki, how about you go after that? Thor, looking at his side where his brother was, suggested that the arms
crossed. Loki Hawk, expecting them to choose someone else if he stays calm, but all eyes remain on him and he realizes it won't happen. He sat down a little bit and got up again well, it's ok, it's ok, no first, I stabbed Thor once after I disguised himself as a horse, two I have a lover and three I faked my death more than
twenty times. He came out fairly quickly before retreating into his seat. The room remained quiet. ... It's two. Tony finally decided. Loki smiled, and Thor couldn't help but laugh. The what? You're joking, aren't you? Loki has a boyfriend? You're kidding Steve added on, i was shocked too. It's the truth, I assure you. It's.
Y/N, Loki is half better, quite literally. Thor explained, almost putting his hand on his brother's shoulder. ... Is that why you're so angry when you're here? Natasha concluded, getting a wide-eyed look from Loki. Oh, it is! You miss him when you're here, and that's kind of nice. She was a mum. Clint's marto as well, seeing a
threatening habit and the cold of God Demi become flusted and lubbering as he sinks into his seat. Thor looks at his brother, a flash of frown appearing and then digging before he sees Loki. The Avengers have tried to get more loki around Y/N ever since. What do you think? What are your thoughts on his attempt to take
over the earth? Were you as stupid as he was? That last one got Tony a broken lip, and Loki became more distant. At all. The next day, Thor announced that he needed to make a quick visit to Asgard for something, and no one hit his eye, because it was normal. Everyone! I am back! His ad still made everyone jump a
little in size, before the regular reactions that followed, rolled eyes, playful groans and welcome back. I have brought nothing, or should I tell someone, along with me! He announced aloud as well, getting the attention of a special prankster who was by his back turned to his brother and kept his head in his book. He
turned to see who brought him, before practically jumping off the couch and tripping, pushing Thor out to hug the man. Muttered in your shoulder, as the hugs were prepared, until he put a kiss on his temple. That simple gesture told everyone who was confused about who you were, the answer. Will you guess you're
Y/N? Tony asked. Are you going to guess you're Stark? I answered, pulled away, kept an arm around your leg, and Tony looked up and down. Oh yes, absolutely Stark. I got stuck again, and Loki couldn't help but laugh. Your eyes alone told Stark it was an insult. Doesn't mean it's much better. Keep an eye on my mouth
about my Y/N, my dear brother. Loki turned his head to his brother, who immediately took a step back, and Loki walked with you from the room to enjoy each other's company. I hope you like it! If you have any questions, please send them in! * Not My GiftagS: peanut @crazyqueenofgotham @klanceiscannon14
@waywardemo @scarletwwandas @marvelhoeingismyhobby @bellamyblakemorley @emilyshurley @abbybills22 @waywardemo @mutantjediavenger @theoraekensnotsosecretlover @gayasfridge @courtneychicken @graysonmalfoy @bellero @captain at your service @likiyoshi lijie @aesthetjic
@originalpottervengerlock @supernatural pan @esoltis280 @lena Stan Xavier @lady of lies @sebstanismylife @macbetheliza @mandywholock1980 @kleptomollyiac @cdwmtjb8 @caswinchester2000 @determinedpines long before the fall, the first wonderful mistake prince Loki agreed to teach his close friend and
fellow warrior The art of magic. outcast herself, she would become a sorcery apprentice to forge her way. Eons of denying feelings pass for as long as they dare. Their relationship twists gods, humans, mutants, and monsters alike through a new era when infinity gems rise and bond teams together. She struggles for her
place among the brightest stars in Asgard to become the savior she dreamed of, but fate always demands an exchange.** Rewriting my old Christ. Six stage novel fic. Canon is not followed after Thor2 &amp; Winter Soldier. Epic movie and comic synthesizer. Language: English words: 63,621 chapters: 10/? Glory: 37
Bookmarks: 8 Visits: 915 Job Request: Do you write something about Loki/reader, where Loki accepts a bet/bet to make the reader fall in love with him, and eventually he himself falls in love with her but somehow she knows the truth and thinks that Loki was lying to her the whole time. And then Loki tries to get her back.
I would love to read in you multiple chapter about this... Language: English Words: 11,806 Chapters: 11/? Glory: 169 Bookmarks: 19 Visits: 2832 Find Loki's sleeping habits very annoying and decide to do something for that language: English words: 2,497 chapters: 1/1 glory: 14 bookmarks: 1 visits: 1 1% your only
human. Or so I thought until one day your world changes. The reaction is part of the second that opened the door to S.H.I.E.L.D and the Avengers but with it the time of life worth of lies that might destroy you. Superheroes. States. Fame. Love and loss. Not everyone is behind the TV screen. It's now your life, life you
haven't chosen but life you can't run from.=== chapters ranging from 700 to 5000 wordsAll characters (but you) are the property of British simIm so I may not use American terms / wordsswearingsensitive / triggers subjects - little suicide and self-harm is the subject of runningThis is my first constructive fanfic criticism is
welcome:) Let your imagination run free language: English words: 76597 Chapters: 39/? Glory: 67 Bookmarks: 17 visits: 1816 reader is an artist who is down on her luck. When her friend Darcy calls with a show of a new place to stay, it almost seems too good to be true. Fishing? Darcy also lives with genius and two
unpredictable gods. Just fic fluffy fun in the midst of some dark times in which we live.2020 NaNoWriMo project. Part 3 of Marvel Reader Inserts Language: English Words: 24,036 Chapters: 15/? Glory: 364 Bookmarks: 43 Hits: 5267 Language: English Words: 1,898 Chapters: 1/1 Glory: 4 Visits: 92 Hi :)Jana here to offer
you a range of fantasies with characters from It is a list of characters that you will find in this list: Tony Stark Steve Rogers Natasha Romanov Bruce Banner Thor Loki James Bucky Barnes Wanda Maximov - Pietro Maximov - Clint Barton Sam Wilson or please keep in mind that it's my first work on this platform, so I still
figure out how it all works. There will be obscenity at one point. Also, English is my third language, so I'm sorry for any mistake there might be. However, please enjoy :)-Jana Part 1 of Avengers-Imagine Language: English Words: 723 Chapters: 1/? Glory: 4 Bookmarks: 1 Effectiveness: 181 You Are Unclaimed Omega
who comes to live and work in The Avengers Tower because of your healing abilities and Omega qualities. You haven't found your alpha yet, but things start to change when you meet the mysterious Alpha and former villain: Loki. Language: English words: 8,683 chapters: 6/? Glory: 255 Bookmarks: 40 Hits: 2403 Queen
Frigga New Student of Magic is given a challenge to prove her fragility. Can she prove herself to be a witch and fight when the charming Prince of Asgard sets his sights on her? Language: English Words: 5,635 Chapters: 3/3 Glory: 23 Bookmarks: 2 Effectiveness: 226 As a Member of the Avengers Fighting Alongside
Others for the Good of All, but none of your actions is enough to make up for your past as a Hydra killer. Or so you think. Your friendship (and friends with benefits) with Loki causes some friction between you and others on the team. Not until you open yourself up to the true love with which you finally reconcile the
language: English words: 19,761 chapters: 11/11 Glory: 8 Bookmarks: 3 Visits: 288 Marvel Spots and headcanons from my tumblr yanderepeterparker. Part 16 of yanderepeterparker (blog) Language: English Words: 28,993 Chapters: 99/? Glory: 343 Bookmarks: 33 Visits: 13,084 Chance Encounters at the New York
Public Library marks the beginning (Y/N) and Loki's friendship, but they soon learned that they share more than their love of literature. Au Vic set after the events of Thor: The Dark World, where Loki is serving his sentence as one of earth's mighty heroes. Language: English words: 15,549 chapters: 5/? Glory: 61
Bookmarks: 12 hits: 749 I suck in summary but OK, here goes, this is vic soul anxiety. The reader has the power of ice, and also a kind of mind-controlling forces, she becomes part of the Avengers where she found her soul mate, with the surprise that he does not want her, which leads her to the pain of a path in which
she will find strenght to become her conjecture, but his fellow hidding her soul may have something of her to protect her or even think or not, and I still do not decide. What will be the future for her in stock???. Not even I know. Follow me on Tumblr like: inexperiencedfoxwriter.tumblr.com Language: English Words: 1,178
Chapters: 2/2 Glory: 10 Visits: 353 Here we have just a handful of Loki. Wolf Loki, Teen Loki, Loki Loki and eventually even Frankenloki. Said in a variety of POV, our Of Loki's stories, some oneshots and some with multiple chapters. Language: English words: 249,038 Chapters: 214/? Groups: 4 Glory: 841 Bookmarks:
64 Hits: 38418 New Avenger - (Y/N) (L/N) has difficulty integrating. She has no choice given the fact that living in The Avengers Tower is the only way for her to keep out of prison. Her relationship with others and Steve in particular was a little rocky but just as things began to settle into the team he was presented with a
new challenge. Loki's help is required for Tony and Bruce to learn more about Tesseract which requires his presence on earth. When (Y/N) becomes more and more sympathetic towards Loki they become close friends but not everyone is happy. Is this the end of Y/N's career as a avenger? Language: English words:
17,424 chapters: 13/? Glory: 66 Bookmarks: 6 Hits: 999 A Loki × slow burning reader... You live uncomfortably with your adoptive parents for years and hide your magical abilities, until one day Thor accidentally throws a bus into your head and you get recruited as an avenger trainee. Your world is turned upside down,
and a certain God of mischief reaches the Avengers Tower to escalate the matter even more. This fanfiction follows your progress through live life in The Avengers Tower with the team, and slowly but surely get to know and like the god of mischief and lies. Language: English words: 133,388 Chapters: 59/? Glory: 944
Bookmarks: 108 Hits: 18766 Mini Stories (generally &lt;1k words) I've written on my blog about different characters portrayed by Tom Hiddleston. See chapter notes for tags. Language: English words: 5,940 chapters: 6/? Glory: 12 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 309 Hannah Rey is a broken Los Angeles college student, barely living
from pay to salary. Loki Lavison is one of the most successful CEOs in the world. What happens when their tracks collide? Language: English words: 12,039 Chapters: 5/? Glory: 78 bookmarks: 14 visits: 1015 request: I ask monsters - all the time low ft. blackbear w/ Loki and I just ask is that you either or both are extra
toxic and preferably in a state of panic happy ending ... But if you want to hurt me? This is also perfect language: English words: 588 chapters: 1/1 glory: 6 hits: 84 reader insert stories about favorite players (both fictional and real, see tags). Some of these oneshots have consequences and some don't. These stories are
roller coasters - rides of romance, cliffhangers, drama and conflicts, spiced with feelings (everything from love and butterflies to anxiety, confusion and hatred) and fuzz. !!! Attention/warning!!! * I just write about the themes/characters that I love because this is a hobby mine; I'm doing my best.* Yes, I write a dialogue with
- and it won't change. Sorry.* Some stories grow too long and I don't write equally for every tagged character, and this is due to my own personal interests.* A lot of elves! Nowadays mostly only elves because I love them and their world is wonderful!* Some stories have some smutty fluff. No requests, sorry. Language:
English words: 1,246,757 Chapters: 239/? Groups: 1 Glory: 1812 Bookmarks: 146 Effectiveness: 108284 108284
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